Pipe Cleaner Animals
Tiger
Create the body of your tiger by coiling a pipe cleaner around a pen. Leave a little bit
of the pipe cleaner straight at each end.
Draw a tiger’s head on a piece of paper, you could let your child do this, or do this
yourself and let them colour it in.
Cut out the head and secure to the straight end of the coiled pipe cleaner at the front
of the body.
At the back end of the body, bend the pipe cleaner to create a tail.
Cut two short pieces off of another pipe cleaner – these will be the legs.
Wrap one piece around the bottom of the spiral at the front and one around the back.
Make sure there is equal amount of leg on each side and fold the tips of each leg to
create feet so your tiger can stand up.

Bunny
Tightly wrap a pipe cleaner around a marker pen to make the bunny’s body and bend
another pipe cleaner into a M shape to create your bunny’s ears.
Remove the pen – you should be left with a spiral shaped pipe cleaner.
Thread the M shape through the middle of the spiral so that the ear shape is visible at
the top of the spiral body.
Fold the bottom of the M shaped pipe cleaner into little feet so that your bunny will be
able to stand up. Then adjust the ears so they stand upright.
Glue on two googly eyes, and attach some small pompoms for a nose and a tail.

YouTube Tutorials
Go on to YouTube and type in the title of the video or type in the web link into your
browser.
Pipe Cleaner Chameleon DIY Tutorial:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gPGxLuBSXk4
Easy Pipe Cleaner Frog DIY Tutorial | Pipe Cleaner Crafts:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEmFL77DBNE
Pipe Cleaner Crafts - Dinosaur Brachiosaurus:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T85edLGDcrA&t=274s

